Saliency guided Wavelet compression for low-bitrate Image and Video coding
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\textbf{Abstract}—We propose an improved saliency guided wavelet compression scheme for low-bitrate image/video coding applications. Important regions (faces in security camera feeds, vehicles in traffic surveillance) get degraded significantly at low bitrates by existing compression standards, such as JPEG/JPEG-2000/MPEG-4, since these do not explicitly utilize any knowledge of which regions are salient. We design a compression algorithm which, given an image/video and a saliency value for each pixel, computes a corresponding saliency value in the wavelet transform domain. Our algorithm ensures wavelet coefficients representing salient regions have a high saliency value. The coefficients are transmitted in decreasing order of their saliency. This allows important regions in the image/video to have high fidelity even at very low bitrates. Further, our compression scheme can handle several salient regions with different relative importance. We perform intelligent wavelet transform domain. Our algorithm ensures wavelet coefficients representing salient regions have a high saliency value. The coefficients are transmitted in decreasing order of their saliency. This allows important regions in the image/video to have high fidelity even at very low bitrates. Further, our compression scheme can handle several salient regions with different relative importance.

\textbf{Index Terms}—Saliency, Wavelet transform, Image coding, Video coding

\section{I. INTRODUCTION}

High quality images and videos need to be significantly compressed before being transmitted over a low bitrate channel. For example, in aerial surveillance, the captured high resolution images/videos are compressed by a large factor before being transmitted over a wireless network to a base station several miles away. Important, or salient regions are often small and hence severely degraded at low bitrates, since compression standards such as JPEG/JPEG-2000 for images, and MPEG-4 for videos, do not explicitly handle salient regions. Existing saliency guided compression schemes ([1], [2], [3], [4]) suffer from one or more of the following problems: they modify the original values of transmitted coefficients to incorporate saliency; cannot handle multiple salient regions with different relative importances; or are computationally expensive.

We propose a saliency guided compression scheme which preserves the quality of salient regions even at low bitrates. The proposed SBC scheme utilizes the wavelet transform for compression, similar to the JPEG-2000 encoder [5]. The motivation for this is that salient regions are typically localized in space (and time), and can be compactly represented by wavelets. In our scheme, a detector first identifies salient regions. Then, our algorithm computes a saliency value for each wavelet coefficient. This value, which we will call wavelet saliency, prioritizes the transmission of wavelet coefficients that represent salient regions, thus preserving their quality even at high compression rates. Another major advantage of our method is that we approximate salient regions using rectangles, and thus incur only a nominal overhead in transmitting the saliency map.

The contributions of this paper are as follows:

- Develop an algorithm which, given an image/video and its corresponding saliency map, computes saliency values of its wavelet transform coefficients. Coefficients are transmitted according to saliency, thus preserving the quality of important regions.
- Show improved reconstruction and detection performance of the proposed SBC scheme at low bitrates (< 0.4bits per pixel) on two classes of salient objects: a) faces and b) moving vehicles, against JPEG/JPEG-2000 and MPEG-4 AVC encoders respectively.

\section{II. RELATED WORK}

The JPEG [6] and MPEG-4 [7] compression standards use DCT to encode images and videos respectively, with the latter also using motion estimation to remove temporal redundancy. In this paper, by MPEG-4, we imply the H.264 or MPEG-4 AVC coder. The wavelet transform based JPEG-2000 standard introduced two modes of Region-of-Interest (ROI) encoding: a) general scaling based method (GSBM) and b) maximum shift or MAXSHIFT method [1]. GSBM needs to transmit the ROI’s shape, while MAXSHIFT allows for only 2 saliency levels: ROI and background. Bitplane-by-Bitplane shift (BbBShift) [8] and Partial Significant Bitplane shift (PSBShift) [9] allow for multiple salient regions with different saliency values, but are not compatible with JPEG-2000. Our algorithm on the other hand can be seamlessly integrated with JPEG-2000.

Sanchez et al. [2] use a foveation approach to prioritize coefficients belonging to ROIs. A Gaussian priority distribution is calculated for each sub-band as a measure of wavelet saliency. Our method needs to compute the wavelet saliency for only a few sub-bands, and uses simple addition operations. A number of visual attention guided compression algorithms have been proposed: Harding and Robertson [10] use it to perform intelligent DCT encoding; Guo and Zhang [3] use a multiresolution spatiotemporal saliency detection model; Hadizadeh and Bajic [4] add a saliency distortion metric in the MPEG-4 codec; while Shen et al [11] use local motion and edge information. These human visual system based
The regions which the detector identifies as highly important are assigned a higher positive integer compared to the non-salient regions, such as the background.

B. Saliency map overhead reduction

Transmitting the raw saliency map with arbitrarily shaped ROIs, even in compressed form, adds a significant overhead. For example, lossless PNG compressed saliency maps of faces from the UMD Faces dataset [15] still incur an average overhead of 0.01 bits per pixel (bpp). We overcome this problem by approximating each salient region with a rectangular bounding box. Every pixel inside the bounding box has the same saliency value. We only need to transmit the opposing vertices of the rectangle and its associated saliency value, incurring a nominal overhead. In the example given above, our bounding box approximation adds an overhead of only $2.4 \times 10^{-5}$bpp.

C. Wavelet saliency computation

The next step is to translate the rectangular spatial saliency map to a wavelet domain saliency map so as to decide which coefficients will be transmitted first. We define the wavelet saliency for a wavelet coefficient as the sum of the image pixel values at all locations where the corresponding wavelet basis function is non-zero.

Given an image $I$ and its spatial saliency map $s_I$, we first resize the original image dimensions to the nearest values $M$ and $N$ such that both $M, N \equiv 0 \ (\mod 2^{K})$, where $K$ is the number of levels of wavelet decomposition desired. This is done to avoid odd-dimensional sub-bands, which will require additional zero padding. The wavelet saliency $s_w^{k}$ is recursively computed for LL bands at each level of decomposition $k$ ($k \in \{0, 1, 2, \cdots, K-1\}$) as follows:

$$s_w^{k+1}(i, j) = \sum_{i'=2i-1}^{2i} \sum_{j'=2j-1}^{2j} s_w^k(i', j') \tag{1}$$

where $i = 1, 2, \cdots, M/2^k$ and $j = 1, 2, \cdots, N/2^k$. The base case of the recursion is $s_w^0(i, j) = s_I(i, j)$, the spatial saliency value at $(i, j)$. This is effectively a Haar wavelet transform of the LL band. We assign identical wavelet saliency values to the LH, HL and HH bands as illustrated in Figure 2. This fact, coupled with the recursive nature of (1), makes the computation fast. For example, suppose the background is assigned a spatial saliency value of 1. The wavelet saliency values, except at the salient/non-salient boundaries, will be $4, 16, \cdots, 4^K$ at successive levels of decomposition, since the Haar wavelet’s support is 4 pixels. The choice of value for the salient region is made depending on how much importance we wish to give it. We typically use a spatial saliency value of $4^k + 1, k \in \mathbb{N}$ for the salient region. This value implies that $k$ levels of wavelet coefficients ($K, K-1, \cdots, K-k+1$) from the salient region will be transmitted ahead of the $K^{th}$ level of background coefficients. Hence we say that the salient region is $k$ levels more salient than the background.
D. Wavelet transform

The original uncompressed RGB image is first converted to YCbCr color space in the same way as the JPEG-2000 standard [5]. We then compute the Haar wavelet transform of the YCbCr image. Again like JPEG/JPEG-2000, the chrominance channels are subsampled by a factor of 2, both horizontally and vertically, by setting the LH, HL and HH wavelet coefficients at the finest scale to zero.

E. Quantization, ordering and entropy coding

The wavelet transform coefficients are then quantized on a sub-band basis, along the lines of JPEG-2000. However, we got the best results by simple linear quantization. Each sub-band is mean subtracted and then scaled to an 8-bit integer. A fraction of the coefficients is then selected for transmission, according to bitrate constraints. The chosen coefficients are sequentially written onto a binary file, which is entropy coded using LZ77 algorithm, followed by Markov chain based range entropy coding [16] and transmitted. The means and scaling factors of the chosen coefficients are also transmitted, with a nominal overhead.

F. Decoder

The bounding box information received is used to recreate the spatial saliency map. An identical algorithm is used to compute the wavelet saliency map. The received wavelet transform coefficients are decoded, then placed in their correct location in the wavelet decomposition structure using the wavelet saliency map. For every sub-band, we then rescale each coefficient using the corresponding scale coefficient and add the corresponding mean value. The inverse wavelet transform is performed, followed by a YCbCr to RGB transform to reconstruct the image at the decoder.

IV. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS

We evaluate our saliency guided compression scheme SBC on two datasets: a) the UMD remote faces image dataset [15]; and b) the VIRAT video dataset [17]. We use the Haar wavelet basis for all wavelet transform computations. We compute 6 levels of wavelet decomposition for the image compression experiment, and 4 levels of wavelet decomposition for successive batches of 16 frames for the video compression experiment. We used the JPEG and JPEG-2000 codecs available in MATLAB. For MPEG-4 AVC we used the popular FFMPEG codec [18]. All subsequent figures are best viewed in color.

A. Image compression on UMD faces dataset

The salient region in this dataset is faces. We detect faces using the Viola-Jones detector [13].

Reconstruction performance comparison: Figure 3 plots the average PSNR (dB) of 48 6-megapixel images compressed using JPEG, JPEG-2000 and SBC, as a function of bits per pixel (bpp). In the low bitrate regime of 0.04-0.4bpp, we are significantly better than JPEG, whereas we outperform JPEG-2000 by 4.5dB on average. Figure 4 shows the improved reconstructed result on an image chosen from the dataset. JPEG and JPEG-2000 both display visible artifacts in the face region at the selected bitrate of 0.07bpp.

Detection performance comparison: We next run a face detection experiment on the reconstructed images. As reported in Table I, SBC has a better true face detection rate (TDR) than both JPEG (17% higher ) and JPEG-2000 (2.5% higher) below 0.1bpp. Though the false positive rate (FPR) is higher than JPEG, it is significantly lesser than JPEG-2000.

Multiple levels of saliency: SBC can handle many salient regions with different saliency values. We demonstrate this in Figure 5 on an image chosen from the UMD faces dataset. We observe from the corresponding saliency map that the chosen image has 3 levels of saliency: the faces have the highest...
We used a fast and adaptive mixture model based saliency detector to track moving objects. The salient objects are assigned high saliency values: a face, rear of the parked car and a portion of the pavement. We also calculate the PSNR in 3 regions having different levels of saliency. The top row shows the original image and the SBC compressed image as shown on the bottom right. The PSNR values (face: 41.9dB, car: 31.7dB and pavement: 26.2dB) show that reconstruction quality of a region is proportional to its saliency value. The Haar wavelet support spans 8 pixels for videos as opposed to 4 pixels for images.

**Reconstruction performance comparison:** We plot the PSNR against bpp for SBC and MPEG-4 compressed videos in Figure 6. SBC recovers salient regions on average 3.2dB better than MPEG-4 above a bitrate of 0.15bpp. Below this bitrate, MPEG-4’s computationally expensive motion compensation encoding performs better than our 3D-wavelet approach.

**V. Conclusion and Discussion**

We proposed an improved saliency guided compression method based on the space-time localization property of the wavelet transform. Given the image/video saliency regions, we design an algorithm to compute the wavelet saliency map. The algorithm associates higher values for wavelet coefficients that represent the salient regions and transmits these ahead of other wavelet coefficients. We performed reconstruction and detection experiments to show the efficacy of the proposed algorithm. In the face image dataset, salient regions are reconstructed with quality on average 5dB more than the best compression standard for same bitrate. We also get higher rate of correct face detections on the reconstructed images than other algorithms. In the video dataset, the salient regions are reconstructed with better quality than MPEG-4 above 0.15bpp.

In the future we intend to replace Haar wavelets with CDF biorthogonal wavelets [5], to more efficiently compress data. We further intend to quantify the improved runtime performance, which arises due to using a fast saliency detector such as BING [12] (which detects salient regions at 300fps) and wavelet transforms.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>JPEG</th>
<th>JPEG – 2000</th>
<th>SBC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>bpp</td>
<td>TDR (%)</td>
<td>FPR (%)</td>
<td>TDR (%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>( × 10^{-4})</td>
<td>( × 10^{-4})</td>
<td>( × 10^{-4})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>84.8</td>
<td>2.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>37.2</td>
<td>86.0</td>
<td>2.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>59.5</td>
<td>88.0</td>
<td>2.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>82.9</td>
<td>88.0</td>
<td>2.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>89.5</td>
<td>89.5</td>
<td>2.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**TABLE I**

*True Detection Rate (%) and False Positive Rate (%) measured at different bpp for UMD Faces dataset.*


